
Chapter -VI 

DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY SPECTRUM OF VERTICAL 

SINGLE MUONS 



6._1 Introduction : 

The interrelation of the characteristics of the primary 

CR particles. their interactions with the atmospheric matter and 

the secondary components has been a subject of great interest 

for a quite long time. Several theoretical analyses< 1: 5 > have 

been made on this subject. But the conclusion inferred from these 

studies mutually disagree on several points. In this chapter the 

sea-level differential energy spectrum of muons has been derived 

based on the primary nucleon spectrum(G) and on a new formula 

representing all single-pion and kaon invariant cross•sections 

of inclusive proton-proton (p-p) interactions in the energy range 

(12 GeV-1500 GeV) of the incident proton in the laboratory system. 

6.~ Method of Calculation : 

The experimentally determined cross~sections< 7-9 >for 
. -

· single-charged-pion and kaon production in the inclusive process 
. ' 

p + p-f'i + anything. for incident-proton laboratory energies in 

the range (12 GeV - 1500 GeV) have been used and have been fitted 

to the phenomenological form for the invariant cross~section 
3 - --n 

[~/>~ = A,(t+-i;) exp(-t)e"f{-(t3,X+C,ft)j 
•••• (6.1) 

where EP in unit of 2mp (rest mass of the p-p system) is the 

incident-proton laboratory energy. Pt is the transverse momentum 

of the particle i. x=E/E (for x~0.02)s E being the laboratory p 

energy of the particle i. The values of the parameters of the 
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best f~t to the whole set of the cross-section data are given in 

table below :"':" 

Parameters 

Particle 
(i) n Al Bl cl 

Cmb/(Gev 2 /c3 )) (GeV /c) 

rr+ 1.2 102.3 4.13 5.02 

7t' - 4.8 112 5.43 5.16 

K+ 5.a 11.9 4.26 4.14 

K 9,.8 12.9 6.82 4.81 

Equation(~}) gives a good fit (t2/degr~e of freedom 

in the range 0.85 to 1.5 for the incident proton energy range 

12 GeV - 1500 GeV). The Pt r~nge is from 0.1- 0.8 GeV/c over 

x =o.:o5 to o.a. 

6.2.1 Calculation-of the Production Spectra of CR Mesons : 

-1 

The production spectra of CR mesons produced due to the 

interactions of protons and other nuclear components of the primary 

beam with the air nuclei can be calculated by applying equation (1) 

;-ignoring the effects of target in nucleon-nucleus collision and 

of nucleus-nucleus collision_]. Now for the nucleon-nucleon process 

at a given incident energy and x val~e the number distribution of 

the produced particles i in the collision is given _by 

••••• (6.2) 



a power law 

i of energy 
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Assuming 

E -(dE 
p p 

tQe spectrum of the incident nucleons to be 

the production spectrum of secondary mesons 

E is obtained from above as 

F·(E)otE:; I(E) 1 L- fxr-~,:;fo ax]d£ 
• o: I of~ 

f'VIQ. . 

• ••• (6.3) 

~inel being the total inelastic cross-section of p-p 

interaction: taken to be constant at 35 mb (from accelerator 

experiments(lO). It is further assumed that nucleons in the 

incident nuclei behave as if they were free nucleons in interac

ting with the air nuclei. Hence the spectrum of the primary total 

nucleon beam can be expressed in terms of the number of nucleons 

in unit interval of energy Ep per nucleon by 

Using equation (6.4) the production spectra of CR pions 

and kaons have been calculated. 

6.2.2 Relationship between the Primary Nucleon Spectrum and Sea

level Muon Spectrum : 

In deriving a simplified relationship between the 

incident-primary-nucleon spectrum and sea-level muon spec~rum in 

the vertical direction let us consider only generation of muons 

from decay of first generation of mesons i (pions and kaons). 
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Now neglecting the energy loss term the spectra of 
·' .. d·:.:..i:~ .. :-../,. :;.... -

mesons from pion-muon and kaon-muon decay (branching ratio =0.63) 

at any vertical depth ~ are given by the solution of the diffusion 

equation 

oN; ( £,x)::- N· (E X) !:L +..!!J.]+ F;(F) exh (- Xj,q ) 
~ X I J L ?..;, )( 11 I a. 

•••• (6.5) 

where Ni(E,X) is the spectrum of mesons i at energy E, 

F 1 (E) is the production spectrum ;-as given by equation (6.3)_7, 

Ai-is the interaction_mean free path of mesons i ~~~120 gcm-2 , 

Ak =15~ gcm-2_7, hi = ~~~: Ca being the scale height_?. The 

solution of equation (6.5) is used to obtain the sea-level muon 

spectrum due to the decax of mesons i in the form 

.. ~ Cf;., X)d £j. = [ ~:· ~ f -k(1 ~ if, .. Je~r (-~" )')( 

yields (at 

~.cr; A (a' t,;) !!!I.] r1 )« 
~ •••• (6.6) 

where ri = mi/m/"' , cq ~ ~~ , {1 = ( YA- 1/Aa.) 
1\ ( ~, k; J = k6 f 

1

t 11 
eJ< p [ 't (t- (;)]oft 

0 

t=l at X
0 

= 1030 gcm-2 LI.e. sea level7 

Equation (6.6) on integration over-x and then over Ei 

sea-level) _ 1 [ 1 - -1/ 'Y',· 2. («+"'I)]. 
Nf-(tr,X)~~- I>(+Y' 1-4/~·!1. 

M(~j F(Er)d~ 
•••• (6.7) 

1-1 m,- c 

'C,· Et< 



6.2.3 Improved Calculation of Sea-level Muon Spectrum : 

The generation of mesons from secondary pion collisions 

with air nuclei is taken into account by folding it with the pro

duction spectrum of the secondary mesons from primary nucleon

nucleus collisions. The production spectrum of mesons i at a 

depth x• in the atmosphere and local Zenith angle 8*(X') is taken 

as -N; ( f', X', e 41
( X~f'.Jx' "' F.·y') See(:) *"(x'),:£X1 

• 

e xp[- (;e.c e :~ x ") .r x "}a' 
•••• (6.8) 

The differential spectrum of mesons at X is 1 

N;(E, x,e*(x)}d.E = (( F,~(E/tecelt(x') exp{- j~Sedt~~<Ja~x'}i 
- 0 I' 0 /\ 

X 

. fexp[-J [--} 
\ I I 

X 

+ H rn; c . ] Sec r/~(x.'' lct Y.t']) . 
c..r, t;'' e (x'1 1 

Sec e*(x ')c(x' 

•••• (6.9) 

where the expression in the second parentheses is the 

probability that mesons i produced at X' can reach at depth X, 
I 

e(X") is the density of air at depth X", A is the attenuation 

mean free path of all hadrons generatin·g mesons with a constant 

value of 120 gcm-2 • Hence at the observational level of depth X
0 
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and W(E,X,X
0

, 9) is the survival pro-

bability muon produced with energy Ef'at depth 

X is characterised with a probability W(E,X,X
0

,9) to survive down 

with energy E to a depth X
0 

along the direction of zenith angle e 

[ 2..1Xo It I} J given by- hl(f~Xo~xJej=exf- .~c . SQ.ce (X; dx' . 
~c ){ ff'" ecx') . 

•• • • ( 6.11) 

where S*(X), the local zenith angle at depth X along 

the straight path of the muon, arriving at depth x
0 

with Zenith 

angle e, is related to e by 

Rz 
Sin S*(X) = ------

~ + h(X) 
-· ~ ,• 

sin e •.•••••••.• (6.12) 

where Rz = ~ + z
0

, RE =radius of~e earth 

z
0 

= altitud~ ofthe observational plac$, 

ecx) and h(~) are the air density and the 

altitude of the atmospheric depth x. 

6.3 R e s u 1 t s : 

In figure 6.1 the survival probability has been shown 

as a function of muon energy. In this calculation it has been 
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assumed that the muons are produced at an atmospheric depth of 

200 gcm~2 where the thermal gradient of the atmospheric tempera~ 

ture is low. 

In calculating the differential energy spectrum of 

vertical muons the primary nucleon spectrum of Pal and Bhatta

charyya(6) viz. I(E)dE = 2.36E-2• 7dE-(cm2ssr GeV/n)-l has been 

taken. The resulting spectrum has been shown in fig. 6.2 along 

with the experimental data of Nandi(ll) and Ayre et al< 12 >. The 

agreement is found to be excellent. 
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Figure Caption_ 

Fig. 6.1 - survival probability of vertical single muons as a 

function of energy. 

Fig. 6.2· Differential energy spectrum of vertical single muons 

in the form of 

2 -2 E N (E,X
0

) vs E, x
0 

= 1030 gem (sea-level) 

o indicates the data of Nandi(ll) 

X II II 
" 

11 Ayre et al( 12 >. 




